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Staging for Initial ConnectivityStaging for Initial Connectivity

GoalGoal

To manually configure a router that has yet to connect to its intended cellular network in order
to speed up the out-of-box experience for remote deployments.

SetupSetup

Accelerated routers leverage a standardized list of known APNs (per carrier) that enable auto-
discovery for initial network connectivity. Non-standard APNs should be programmed manually,
and doing so can also decrease the registration time of standard APNs when they are known.
Since the router has yet to establish an Internet connection, this configuration change is
accomplished leveraging the local web UI.

Accessing the Local UIAccessing the Local UI

 NOTE:NOTE: Unless IP Passthrough is enabled, the router will leverage DHCP to provide a private IP address to
any device connected over WiFi or Ethernet. Browse to the Default Gateway associated with this IP
address to reach the local UI. Follow these instructions for managing a device locally when IP
Passthrough is enabled.

1. Browse to the router's Default Gateway address -- this will be 192.168.2.1 per the default
settings on most devices.

2. Proceed past the warning that the connection is not private.
3. Authenticate to the router using the admin credentials -- root/ default unless it has been

otherwise changed.
4. Navigate to the ConfigurationConfiguration tab.
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5. Specify the APNAPN in the corresponding field.
6. Enabling APN lockAPN lock will force the router to only attempt to connect on the specified APN. This

should be used as a last resort, assuming the device doesn't connect to the programmed
APN, only after verifying the APN configuration with your cellular carrier.

Verifying APN AttemptsVerifying APN Attempts

1. Once the APN has been specified, navigate to the System LogsSystem Logs menu.
2. Press ctrl + F to search for APN or the specified APN from step #5 above.

 If APN lockAPN lock wasn't enabled per the process above, the router will attempt to connect to the specified
APN and move on to the list of known APNs associated with the carrier if it is unable to connect
successfully.

Should this occur, and the APN has been verified to be accurate, enable APN lockAPN lock. This will force the
router to exclusively attempt to connect using the specified APN, which can help the device overcome
any potential timing issues on the cellular network (assuming the APN has been verified as valid per the
SIMs provisioning).
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Leveraging the DashboardLeveraging the Dashboard

GoalGoal

To reference the Accelerated View dashboard in order to verify the status of deployed devices.

SetupSetup

Accelerated View's dashboard doesn't require any configuration. It offers a variety of visualized
metrics, and can be filtered to display the status of sub-organizations as needed.
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OverviewOverview

Donut ChartsDonut Charts

Deployed Status:Deployed Status: Devices in aView can be toggled between deployed and undeployed. Only
deployed devices are monitored for reporting and alerting purposes. Of the 17 devices listed in
the screenshot above, 11 are deployed -- which correlates to the number of devices referenced
in the Connectivity StatusConnectivity Status and Network TypeNetwork Type charts.

 NOTE:NOTE: Routers are considered undeployed by default when they are imported into Accelerated View.
When connecting to the Internet for the first time, whether via a cellular connection or over Ethernet
(from a wireline ISP), the Accelerated device will deploy itself. However, if a device is manually toggled
from "deployed" to "undeployed" it will not re-deploy itself automatically. Please reference the
documentation on Changing Device SettingsChanging Device Settings for more information.

Connectivity Status:Connectivity Status: Accelerated View begins tracking a device's connectivity status after it has
missed a heartbeat, the syslog data sent to aView every 30 minutes by default. (This interval can
be adjusted.) It will report a device as "down" once its grace period has expired, which has a
default value of 109 minutes. These two parameters -- the heartbeat and the grace period --
combine to create a 139-minute delay in flagging a device as down. This buffer is intended to
prevent false positives for reboots, device relocation, etc., but it can be adjusted for moreadjusted for more
aggressive alertingaggressive alerting.
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Cellular Network Type:Cellular Network Type: This indicates the cellular access technology utilized by each device. The
color codes match that of the LTE status indicator on all Accelerated routers: blue for 4G and
green for 3G.

Signal Strength HistogramSignal Strength Histogram

This graph displays a summary of signal strength for the organization. It becomes particularly
useful in ensuring that routers are installed in an optimal location. Most models of Accelerated
routers (i.e. all aside from the SR-series) are able to leverage passive PoE to extend the range of
deployment. Typical requirements for integrating cellular connectivity include terminating the
connection to another piece of equipment -- whether it is a firewall appliance for dual-WAN
failover or a digital kiosk leveraging LTE for primary connectivity -- and too often installers
assume the cellular router needs to be co-located with the other pieces of IT infrastructure.

Instead, leveraging (passive) PoE, Accelerated routers can be mounted independent of these
requirements. Up to 300ft of Ethernet cabling can be used to ensure the device is powered, via
the PoE injector, and that the data drop is able to reach whatever client device may need to be
wired for cellular connectivity. A battery pack is also available to provide power to the router
during a site survey, which allows the installation technician to confirm where reception is best
for any given location.

 Routers with connections under 30% should be verified to ensure there is no better deployment location
available.
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Location-Based AlertsLocation-Based Alerts

Routers flagged for alerts will be displayed on the map to help isolate reasons for any potential
outage.

Alert Devices TableAlert Devices Table

Similarly, routers that have generated alerts will be listed in the corresponding table at the
bottom of the dashboard.
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Subscribing to AlertsSubscribing to Alerts

GoalGoal

To create custom notification profiles for a user account that can then be leveraged to trigger
email alerts by subscribing to either individual devices or organizations as a whole.

SetupSetup

Notification profiles must be generated before creating a subscription. Both device-facing and
organization-facing subscriptions can leverage the same notification profile to trigger alerts in
parallel.

 NOTE:NOTE: Both notification profiles and notification subscriptions are associated with individual user
accounts. This means that, in order to stand up congruent alerts for multiple users, each user account
will have to create the same set of parameters.

Notification ProfilesNotification Profiles

1. From the Settings menu option in the top-left corner of aView, select AccountAccount.
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2. Navigate to the Notification ProfilesNotification Profiles tab. Existing profiles are listed as well as the
corresponding Subscribed Events (the number of triggers for the profile) and the number of
active Subscriptions associated with the profile.

3. Click CreateCreate to stand up a new profile or EditEdit to adjust an existing one.
4. Enter a NameName for the notification profile, specify its frequency, and select the relevant alerts

from the options listed below.

 NOTE:NOTE: The FrequencyFrequency can be adjusted to create a buffer period for the alert to prevent false positives.

Cellular NotificationsCellular Notifications

• Device recovered:Device recovered: This notification is generated whenever the Cellular device is considered
down (red status) and the device checks back in to the Accelerated View monitor by sending
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a syslog or if the device is reachable through remote control commands. This notification
will trigger the device to show as up (green status) in Accelerated View.

• Device down:Device down: The Cellular device sends a heartbeat syslog once every 30 minutes. If
Accelerated View has not received any syslogs within the past 139 minutes (2 hours 19
minutes), the device will be marked as down (red status) and a notification will be sent. The
time specifying when a Cellular device is considered down can be adjusted by changing the
configuration of the device. See the Cellular Down Status section of the aView user manual.

• Device rebooted:Device rebooted: The Cellular device sent a syslog that it rebooted. The notification and log
will include the reason for the reboot.

• Device firmware changed:Device firmware changed: The Cellular device is running on a different firmware version
from the last firmware version the device logged.

• Device primary IP changed:Device primary IP changed: The Cellular device sent a syslog stating that the IP address it
received from the cellular network has changed.

• Device network type changed:Device network type changed: The Cellular device sent a syslog stating that the cellular
network (4G LTE, 3G HSPA+, etc.) type that it is connected on has changed.

• Device WAN interface changed:Device WAN interface changed: The Cellular device sent a syslog stating that it has switched
to a new WAN interface.

• Device signal strength fell below a nominal threshold:Device signal strength fell below a nominal threshold: The cellular signal strength reported
by the Cellular device has dropped below a specified threshold percentage. This threshold is
defined by the Accelerated View admin in the Admin panel of the site.

• Device ethernet port connected:Device ethernet port connected: The Cellular sent a syslog stating that a client device was
connected to its Ethernet port and it has physical Ethernet connectivity to that device.

• Device ethernet port disconnected:Device ethernet port disconnected: The Cellular sent a syslog stating that it lost physical
connectivity to a client device that was previously connected via Ethernet to the device.

• Device cellular location changed:Device cellular location changed: The cellular location details reported by the Cellular device
changed. For more details about determining the cellular location of a Cellular device, refer
to the Devices section.

• Device data usage over limit:Device data usage over limit: The device exceeded the specified Individual Data Limit value
listed in the Data Plan associated to the device. For more information on Data Plans, refer to
the Organizations section of the aView user manual.

Notification SubscriptionsNotification Subscriptions

Individual DevicesIndividual Devices

1. Navigate to the Device DetailsDevice Details page -- by clicking on its MAC address -- and selecting
SubscribeSubscribe from the ActionsActions pull-down menu.
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2. Select the relevant notification profile from the pull-down menu. If a new profile is needed,
click the Create New ProfileCreate New Profile button.

3. Refer to the section above, Notification Profiles, for more information.

OrganizationsOrganizations

1. From the OrganizationsOrganizations screen , select the ActionsActions menu for the intended organization.
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2. Select the relevant notification profile from the pull-down menu. If a new profile is needed,
click the Create New ProfileCreate New Profile button.

3. Refer to the section above, Notification Profiles, for more information.
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Adjusting Alerts for Downed DevicesAdjusting Alerts for Downed Devices

GoalGoal

To adjust how long it takes before a router is flagged as offline in Accelerated View.

SetupSetup

Routers in aView are flagged as down after a specified duration after missing its regular check-
in. This "specified duration" is indicated in aView as the Grace Period DurationGrace Period Duration, and the check-in
interval is designated as its HeartbeatHeartbeat. Their default values are 109 minutes and 30 minutes,
respectively, meaning the combination of these values -- 139 minutes -- is the default duration
before an offline device is flagged as down. Adjusting either value will widen or narrow this
window.

Heartbeat Interval + Grace Period = Duration Before Flagged as "Down"Heartbeat Interval + Grace Period = Duration Before Flagged as "Down"

Adjusting the HeartbeatAdjusting the Heartbeat

1. Navigate to either the individual router's configurationconfiguration tab oror the group configurationgroup configuration
template in need of adjusting.

2. Looking at the router settings, expand System > LogSystem > Log.
3. Change the Heartbeat intervalHeartbeat interval -- increasing or decreasing its value from the current number

will adjust the delay in reporting a device as down accordingly.
4. Click SaveSave to finalize the configuration change.
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In the example above, the router will check in over syslog every 5 minutes. Should a device miss its check in, aView

will flag the router as "down" if it does not check back in before the grace period expires (which has a default value

of 109 minutes).

Adjusting the Grace PeriodAdjusting the Grace Period

1. Navigate to either the individual router's configurationconfiguration tab oror the group configurationgroup configuration
template in need of adjusting.

2. Note that the Grace Period DurationGrace Period Duration is blank by default; its value is 109 minutes.
3. Increasing or decreasing this value from 109 will adjust the delay in reporting a device as

down accordingly.
4. Click SaveSave to finalize the configuration change.
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In the example above, aView will wait 5 minutes after a router has missed sending its heartbeat (which defaults to a

30-minute interval) before flagging a device as "down."
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Creating New OrganizationsCreating New Organizations

GoalGoal

To create a new organization in Accelerated View.

SetupSetup

New organizations in aView require that administrative permissions are set and group
configurations are copied over. Once both are lined up, the organization is ready to be
populated with devices and users.

Add a New Sub OrganizationAdd a New Sub Organization

1. Navigate to the OrganizationsOrganizations screen using the main menu.
2. Select New Sub OrganizationNew Sub Organization from the ActionsActions menu.
3. Name the new organization and enter any other relevant information.
4. Click Create OrganizationCreate Organization to finalize the new entry.
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Grant Admin PermissionsGrant Admin Permissions

1. Select RolesRoles from the new organization's ActionsActions menu.
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2. Note that only the "Admin" role is listed by default, and it lacks any abilities other than ViewView
OnlyOnly.

3. Click the EditEdit button.
4. Define permissions by selecting the relevant checkboxes.

5. Click Update RoleUpdate Role to finalize any edits made to the selected Role.

 Create additional roles to define alternative levels of system access.
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Populate the New OrganizationPopulate the New Organization

Move DevicesMove Devices

1. Browse to a device by searching for its MAC address or selecting it from the Cellular DevicesCellular Devices
list accessible from the main menu.

2. Navigate to the SettingsSettings tab.

3. Select the ChangeChange button next to the OrganizationOrganization field and choose the newly created sub
org from the corresponding pull-down menu.

4. Click the Set OrganizationSet Organization button to finalize the device's move to its new organization.
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Invite UsersInvite Users

1. Navigate to the UsersUsers screen using the main menu.
2. Click the green CreateCreate button.
3. Select the intended OrganizationOrganization and RoleRole.
4. Click Create UserCreate User to send out an automated invitation to the specified email address.
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 When a new user is created, Accelerated View will send a welcome email to the user's email address
with instructions on setting up their user's password and account.

Note:Note: When creating a new user, the user must setup their account and password within 72 hours (3
days) after the email has been sent. After this time, the user will need to be recreated.

Copy Over Device ConfigurationsCopy Over Device Configurations

1. Navigate to the ConfigurationsConfigurations screen using the main menu.
2. Browse to the configuration selected for duplication by clicking on the hyperlink in the

entry's NameName column.
3. Click the blue CopyCopy button and follow the prompt to name the new group configuration.
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 Be sure to enter a distinct label for group configs, including a reference to the device model and
organization.

4. Once the new configuration has been duplicated, select the green EditEdit button.
5. Select the newly created sub org from the OrganizationOrganization pull-down menu.

6. Click the UpdateUpdate button at the bottom of the page after making any other configuration
changes via the SettingsSettings field.

7. Browsing back to the ConfigurationsConfigurations screen using the main navigation menu, as indicated in
step #1, the newly duplicated group configuration should be listed.
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 Be sure that the duplicated configuration is listed under the correct OrganizationOrganization.

Linking Devices to Configuration ProfilesLinking Devices to Configuration Profiles

1. Navigate to the newly duplicated group config.
2. Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click the Link DevicesLink Devices button located on the right

side of the screen.

3. Using the checkboxes found in the left-most column, select any and all devices that should
be linked to this group configuration profile. The list includes all devices matching the group
configuration's model (within that particular organization).
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 When a device is linkedlinked to a configuration, that configuration profile is automatically populated in the
Group ConfigurationGroup Configuration pull-down menu by default.

Additional configurations can be selected from the pull-down menu if necessary, but keep in mind that
the field will only show group configs associated with that device's organization.
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Permissions Between OrganizationsPermissions Between Organizations

GoalGoal

To grant an organization limited access to a peer organization.

SetupSetup

User accounts can be configured for restricted access to peer organizations by assigning a
custom permission profile. This avoids the need to nest organizations in a parent/ child
dynamic, which would grant full administrative access to user accounts in the parent
organization.

OverviewOverview

The following example refers to sub-organizations of "Trade Demo," as depicted above. User
accounts belonging to the "Operations" organization require limited access to devices in
"Staging" and "Production" -- they need to be able to move routers between orgs as routers
leave the configuration lab (staging) and go out for deployment (production), but access to
other aView features should be disabled.
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After adding roles with the relevant abilities to each target organization (e.g. Staging and
Production), selective access can be granted to users in the "Operations" org based off of the
shared permissions.

 For assistance with creating new Organizations in Accelerated View, please click hereplease click here.

Roles with Limited AbilitiesRoles with Limited Abilities

Organizations are populated with an administrative role by default. Admins should have access
to all aView abilities, which isn't always the appropriate level of access for a given set of tasks.

Additional roles can be created to provide selective account permissions for users. To do so:

1. Navigate to the OrganizationsOrganizations screen using the main menu.
2. Select RolesRoles from the ActionsActions menu of the organization intending to grant selective access.

This will be either "Staging" or "Production" per the example outlined in the overview.

3. Click the CreateCreate button to add a new role -- be sure to only include abilities that are relevant
toward the limited access.

 NOTE:NOTE: The screenshot above has a secondary role, called "Ops," which will be used to grant limited
access to users in other peer organizations.
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Permissions for Other OrganizationsPermissions for Other Organizations

After creating custom access to an organization by defining a limited role, the permissions can
be granted to other organizations.

1. Navigate to the OrganizationsOrganizations screen using the main menu.
2. Select PermissionsPermissions from the ActionsActions menu of the organization intending to receive selective

access. This will be "Operations" per the example outlined in the overview.
3. Click the CreateCreate button to add new permissions to the organization.

4. Using the OrganizationOrganization pull-down menu, select the organization that is granting limited
access.

5. Select the new role -- created in the first section of this document -- via the DescriptionDescription pull-
down.

6. Verify the relevant AbilitiesAbilities are listed and click Create PermissionCreate Permission to finalize the configuration
change.
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Assigning Permissions to UsersAssigning Permissions to Users

Once an organization has been granted permission to a peer organization, its users can be
granted access to the peer organization.

1. Navigate to the UsersUsers screen using the main menu.
2. Select the intended user account by clicking on its email address or the EditEdit button.
3. Browse to the PermissionsPermissions tab of the user account.
4. Click CreateCreate to add access to the peer organization, selecting the relevant OrganizationOrganization and

RoleRole per the intended scope of access.
5. Select Create PermissionCreate Permission to finalize the configuration change. The user is now able to

interface with the peer organization per the AbilitiesAbilities that correspond to the organization's
entry in the permissions table.
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